
1865 Start of Andrew Johnson presidential period
1865 Death of Abraham Lincoln
1865 Alice in Wonderland
1866 Austro-Prussian war
1866 Transatlantic Telegraph cable
…
1885 Start of Grover Cleveland presidential period
1889 Hitler birth in Braunau, Austria (not far from Linz)
1889 Start of Benjamin Harrison presidential period
1890  Tesla started with wireless power research (uses term invisible light)
1890 Radio wave communication sees spread use
1890 Max Reinhardt (debut of Maximilian Goldmann as Max Reinhardt, Vienna, Austria, born as
Jew)
1891 Founding of Alldeutsche Verband (Pan-german League, imperial interests and strong
inner national interests, "Sein Programm war expansionistisch, pangermanisch, militaristisch,
nationalistisch sowie von rassistischen und antisemitischen Denkweisen bestimmt.". Including
Otto von Bismarck. "Die ldeutschen Kreise waren geprägt von Rassendünkel, schärfstem
Antisemitismus, einem die Expansion fordernden Autarkiekomplex und dem Bekenntnis zum
Krieg als schöpferischer Lebenskraft".
Die Alldeutschen beharrten besonders auf einer „natürlichen Ungleichheit der Menschen“.[38]
Somit sahen sie sich selbst als die höchste aller Rassen und strebten nach einer
‚Rassenreinheit‘, die durch ein sog. Rassenerneuerungsprogramm verwirklicht werden sollte.)
1893 Start of Grover Cleveland presidential period
1895 discovery of x-rays
1895 Erdgeist (Wedekind)
1897 Start of William McKinley presidential period
1899 The interpretation of dreams (Freud)
1900 Wizard of Oz (book)
1901 Start of Theodore Roosevelt presidential al period
1904 Alldeutsche Verband changes its stance into opposition. Especially noted is the new racial
focus. „Definitionsmerkmal des ‚deutschen Volkes‘ fest im Programm der Alldeutschen
verankert“.
1904 Start of first Marokko crisis (rivalry between French and German empire)
1905 Professor Unrath (book, basework for The Blue Angel)
1906 End of first Marokko Crisis
1906 Tesla stops with wireless power research (speaks of "invisible light")
1906 Bavaria and Würtemberg celebrate 100 year anniversaries as kingdoms.
1906 Russia/Poland -  pogrom against Jews in Belastok
1906 Concept for the "United States of Austria" is presented and supported by Archduke Franz
Ferdinand.
1906 Adolf Hitler famously sees the Wagner Opera "Rienzi" (Later on claims that it was the hour
all began. Hitler citation:"You know, Ley, it isn't by chance that I have the Party Rallies open with
the overture to Rienzi. It's not just a musical question. At the age of twenty-four this man, an
innkeeper's son, persuaded the Roman people to drive out the corrupt Senate by reminding



them of the magnificent past of the Roman Empire. Listening to this blessed music as a young
man in the theater at Linz, I had the vision that I too must someday succeed in uniting the
German Empire and making it great once more.".
Could have been rhe starting shot for a new Austro-Germanic union. Only two years later
something had changed.
Probably also means that he had seen then the Jews as the major part of the corrupt "Senate".
But what "Senate"? )
1906 Und Pippa tanzt! (theater, Berlin, by Gerhard Hauptmann. A frail glasdoll breaks against a
hobgoblin/wood gnome called Chicken. Most likely a play on "Pippa Passes", something like an
Austria critical poem by Robert Browning that had sparked controversy (~1849))
1906 Frühlings Erwachen ( by Max Reinhardt based on Wedekind story, first staging in Berlin)
1908 Alldeutsche Verband changes its exclusion of Austria/Hartsburg stance into close with the
Habsburgs. (Maybe already young Hitler active?)
1909 Start of William Taft presidential period
1911 Second Marokko crisis (Germany recedes from Marokko and in return gets parts of
Neukamerun)
1912 Alldeutsche Verband attacks German government, accusing it of failure in Marokko. Noted
is that the Alldeutsche Verband was also spread out into important positions in other clubs - So
is some kind of meta-union.
1912 Metamorphosis (Kafka)
1913 Start of Woodrow Wilson presidential period
1913 Oleg Cassini born in Paris, France
1913/14 Max Reinhardt films "Isle of the Blessed" and "Venetian Night" are released
1914 In the Penal Colony (Kafka)
1914 Der Prozess (Kafka)
1914 The mysterious X (Christensen)
1914 Assassination of Franz Ferdinand
1914 Start of World War I
1916 Olivia de Havilland is born in Japan
1917 October Revolution (Bolsheviks)
1917 Joan Fontaine is born in Japan
1917 Alldeutsche Verband - Founding of party "Deutsche Vaterlandspartei". (Es beteiligte sich
der Ausschuss (des Alldeutsche Verband) an der Gründung der Deutschen Vaterlandspartei als
einer Art Syndikat aller nationalen Verbände (2. September 1917))
1918 End of World War I
1918 Alldeutsche Verband for the first time proclaims itself to be be antisemitic.
1918 Max Reinhardt buys castle Schloss Leopoldskron in Salzburg, Austria. It is later seized by
the Nazis but restored to his family afterwards. Famous ground for "The Sound of Music" film.
1920 Radio becomes popular
1920 Nsdap founding
1920 Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (Robert Wiene)
1920 Dr. Mabuse (book)
1920 Max Reinhardt establishes the Salzburg Festival where (and up to year of this writing) is
famously staged the Jedermann play.



1921 Start of Warren G.(Gamaliel) Harding presidential period
1922 Das Schloss (Kafka)
1922 Häxan (Christensen)
1922 Dr. Mabuse (Fritz Lang)
1923 Start of Calvin Coolidge presidential period
1923 Disney Brothers studio founded
1923 Hitler-Ludendorff Putsch
1924 The Miracle (stageplay on Broadway, by Michel Antoine Carre, Max Reinhardt )
1925 Mein Kampf (Hitler)
1926 Monroe birth
1926 Patricia Ann Tierney birth
1926 Alldeutsche Verband - rumors of it planning a state coup. AV is known to be sympathetic
with the NSDAP but is not exactly the same.
1927 Metropolis  (Fritz Lang)
1929 Start of Herbert Hoover presidential period
1930 Blue Angel + Marokko
1930 The Great Depression
1930 Mickey Mouse comics
1930 The man without qualities (Musil)
1930 Max Reinhardt runs 11 theatres in Germany and the Theater in der Josefstadt, Vienna.
1931 Differential Analyzer (mechanical analog computer)
1931 Dishonored (film, about Austrian Secret Service)
1931 M (Fritz Lang)
1932 Short lived quarrel between Alldeutsche Verband and NSDAP - AV is accused to have
thwarted Hitler's coup while AV accuses them to have betrayed the "national idea".
1932 The Blue Light
1932 (~) Joan Fontaine at 16 moves to Japan to study for about 2-3 years.
1933 Start of Franklin Delano Roosevelt presidential period
1933 Nsdap gains power over Germany with Hitler. Alldeutsche Verband is allowed to continue
for its close ideology.
1933 Alice in Wonderland stageplays with Olivia de Havilland
1934 A midsummer night's dream stageplays with Olivia de Havilland in Saratoga community
center (as Tierney at the same time is in Switzerland)
1934 Austrian director Max Reinhardt invites Olivia de Havilland to his production of midsummer
night's dream plus film role in his Warner Bros film of the same story
1934 Snow white and the Seven dwarves
1934-1936 Tierney in Switzerland
1935 Nuernberger Gesetze
1935 Elvis Presley born
1935 A Midsummer Night's Dream (by Max Reinhardt, with Olivia de Havilland, Reinhardt's first
big film)
1935 Captain Blood (by Michael Curtiz with Error Flynn and Olivia de Havilland)
1936 Eugene Maurice Orowitz is born
1936 The man behind the mask (Maurice Schwartz as The Master)



1936 The Charge of the Light Brigade (Curtiz, Flynn, de Havilland)
1937 The Hobbit
1937 It's love I'm after (film, de Havilland plays Marcia West - a young debutante and theatre
fan)
1938 Annexation of Austria into the German Reich
1938 Max Reinhardt leaves first to UK then to Usa.
1938 Tierney's society debut (young debutante)
1938 Cassini marries Mary Elizabeth Fahrney
1938 The Adventures of Robin Hood (Flynn, de Havilland plays Maid Marianne)
1938 Joseph P. Kennedy meets Dietrich
1938 War of the Worlds (mercury air theater)
1938 Novemberpogrome (Reichskristallnacht)
1939 Wizard of Oz film
1939 Gone with the Wind
1939 The private lives of Elizabeth and Essex (by Curtiz with Flynn and de Havilland)
1939 The Alldeutsche Verband is dissolved with the reason given that all goals had been
accomplished. Hitler is seen as a child of the Alldeutsche Verband.
Citation: "In ihrer gesamten Konzeption, in der Forderung, der einzelne Deutsche müsse sich
dem Volksganzen, repräsentiert durch Staat und Obrigkeit, bedingungslos unterordnen, waren
die Projekte der Alldeutschen eindeutig Vorläufer und Wegbereiter des Nationalsozialismus.
Expansion nach Osten, die Eroberung neuen Lebensraumes war nicht die Erfindung Hitlers,
des Kindes der Alldeutschen (Fritz Fischer), oder Himmlers, sondern wurden von den
Alldeutschen vorgezeichnet.).
1939-1945 Wwii
1940 The Male Animal (Broadway with Tierney)
1940 My Love came back (de Havilland, Curtiz Bernhardt, Jeffrey Lynn)
1940 The Return of Frank James (Fritz Lang, Tierney, Henry Fonda)
1940 Cassini divorces Mary Elizabeth Fahrney
1940 Farewell to the Master (book, Harry Bates, unknown god like creatures invade, adapted
into film: the day the Earth stood still)
1940 Pinocchio
1940 An outline of psychoanalysis (Freud)
1941 Gene Eliza Tierney marries Cassini
1942 The Male Animal (film with de Havilland, Henry Fonda)
1943 Max Reinhardt dies (of stroke in New York City. Also famous for big musical stageplays:
"Fledermaus", "Die schön Helena", "Orpheus in der Unterwelt", he liked the US west coast.
Rarely mentioned but still utmost notable his Hollywood debut Midsummer Night's Dream (film)
with Olivia de Havilland (also her Hollywood debut))
1944 Laura (film noir Tierney most famous film)
1944 Monroe still looks like a normal "wood child"/Irish egg working at Radioplane company.
1944 To have and Have not (Lauren Bacall,first film, with Bogart)
1945 Start of Harry S Truman presidential period
1946 Separation from Cassini



1946 The Big Sleep (Lauren Bacall first important film, featuring a "Mars" family. Bacall looks
like Tierney style copy on poster)
1946-47 Tierney dates John F. Kennedy
1947 Cold war start
1947 Monroe first film
1948 The Snakepit (de Havilland)a
1948 Tierney back together with Cassini

1950 TV becomes popular
1950 Z4 (first commercial digital computer)
1951 Alice in Wonderland (Disney)
1952 Tierney divorces Cassini
1952 European Parliament is formed as Common Assembly of the European Coal and Steel
Community (ECSC).
1953 Start of Dwight David Eisenhower presidential period
1953 Gone with the Wind (Austria release)
1953 Tierney starts receiving shock treatment
1953 More than Human (Theodore Sturgeon, includes Psychic abilities and six extraordinary
people that "blesh" together, one sounds a bit like Tierney, perhaps later played on with ADii
Only Human)
1953 Monroe switches to Marlene style and becomes a rising star
1953 Olivia de Havilland moves to Paris, France
1953 Junky (book by William S. Burroughs published as William Lee, story about drug user and
dealer)
1954 Lord of the Rings (book)
1955 Tierney starts shock therapy
1955 Start of Vietnam war
1955 Start of Space Race
1955 Elvis meets D.J. Fontana
1956 Gisele Galante is born in Paris, France (Olivia de Havilland, Pierre Galante)
1956 Elvis Heartbreak Hotel No. 1 (retains title "King")
1956 Elvis in "Love me Tender"
1956 Written on the Wind (Lauren Bacall and a Texas Oil family, Southern Gothic style)
1956 Beyond a reasonable doubt (Fritz Lang and Joan Fontaine)
1957 Francine Joy Drescher is born in New York, Flushing (Gene Tierney, most likely Howard
Lee)
1957 Designing Woman (Bacall)
1958/7 The Female Animal (Lamarr)
1958 Tierney meets Howard Lee (officially)
1958 Eden (book by Stanislav Lem)
1959 Naked Lunch (book, William S. Burroughs, main character William Lee (Lee the Agent))
1960 Tierney marries Howard Lee (Ex-Lamarr)
1961 Start of John Fitzgerald Kennedy presidential period
1961 Jacqueline Kennedy appoints Cassini as exclusive white house designer



1961 Erection of Berlin wall (iron curtain)
1961 One Step Beyond: The room upstairs. Strange episode basically ends with American
family moving to France to avoid getting insane/to improve.
1962 John F. Kennedy has encounter with Marilyn Monroe
1962 John F. Kennedy has hotel encounter with Dietrich
1962 Monroe death (alleged suicide, drug overdose, nude with hand on phone)
1962 Cassini photo with Joan Fontaine and Joan Crawford
1962 The Man in the High Castle (Philip K. dick alternate history where Germany/Japan  rule
over USA in cold war; considered an "electrifying" novel, funny also because Havilland
"invaded" the US west coast from Japan and next step is made famous by a  German/Austrian)
1963 John F Kennedy assassination in Texas
1963 Start of Lyndon Baines Johnson presidential period
1964 The Pleasure Seekers Film (based on Three Coins in the Fountain. Note: leads to
Tierney's third child toss/coin toss)
1964 The Pleasure Seekers band
1964 The Hand of Mary Constable (book for Tierney's last film)
1964-1966 Eliza computer program is created (Written in MAD-SLIP)
1964 Lady in a Cage (de Havilland)
1964 Hush Hush... Sweet Charlotte (de Havilland, last Hollywood film)
1964 Keanu Reeves is born in Beirut, Lebanon but is Canadian (mother is Patricia Taylor,
similarity in eyes to Patricia Tierney)
1965 First Gudmundur Jonsson album (likely candidate). Was also born 1920 like Tierney.
1965 The Seal of the Blue Lotus (Basho, towards end sings once like opera singer, followed by
"icy" chimes)
1965 Dune (book, perhaps in part about how to deal with future Tierneys)
1965 Bjoerk is born
1966 The Lotus and the Grail (Basho; Lotus opened reveals the Grail)
1966 Star Trek (original series start)
1968 Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep? (book, Philip K. Dick)
1968 Barbarella (by Roger Vadim, Jane Fonda)
1969 Start of Richard Nixon presidential period
1969 Apollo 11 (moon landing)
1969 ADii Phallus Dei (Amon Düül II Band starts)
1969 Dune Messiah (book)
1969 Star Trek (original series end)
1969 Daughter of the Mind (Tierney based on 1964 book, father is called Sam)
1969 Stereo (by Cronenberg, Ronald Mlodzik, Paul Mulholland, story also includes telepathy
combined with sexual exploration)
1969 Start of Arpanet work
1969 Unix OS
1969 Ubik (book, Philip K. Dick, set in future 1992 including a psychic agency. Perhaps stating
like by 1992 ubiquitous. Dick also wrote "Cyber City")
1970 Crimes of the Future (by Cronenberg, Mlodzik, Mulholland, 5 year old girl (as old as Bjoerk
at that time) is abused by pedophiles, including strange sci-fi plot)



1970 ADii Yeti
1971 ADii Tanz der Lemminge
1971 Lucasfilm Ltd. Founded
1971 Clockwork Orange (film, by Stanley Kubrick, McDowell, Magee; Alex, a psychopathic
delinquent, is imprisoned for murder and rape. In order to reduce his sentence, he volunteers for
an experimental therapy conducted by the government, but it goes askew.)
1972 Drescher turns 15, starts dating
1972 ADii Carnival in Babylon (mentions: they are waiting around a circus with a slot machine
that can turn wine into water and reality into a dream)
1972 ADii Wolf City (could be that using Clockwork Orange they started "wolfing" around the city
of Linz to take it under control - turning Linz into a "Wolf City". Important for Berg total control.
But first they have another party… (Carnival))
1972 Songs of the Great Mystery (Basho, released 2020)
1972 Magnavox Odyssey (first home game console)
1973 ADii Vive La Trance (wordplay with France. Album has many wordplays. Talk of Dr.
Jeckyll, a trap and something purple pink, also the album perhaps functions as call to France
and provides the "morning excuse" "fly United" - morning/the dawn)
1973 Das große Fressen
1973 The Holy Mountain
1973-1974 Star Trek (animated)
1974 Start of Gerald Ford presidential period
1974 ADii - Hijack
1975 ADii - Made In Germany (Blue Angel)
1975(~) Marlene moves to Paris, France
1975 End of Vietnam war
1975 Altair8080
1975 End of Space Race

1976 ADii PyragonyX
1976 Apple I
1976 Children of Dune (book)
1977 Start of Jimmy Carter presidential period
1977 ADii Almost Alive
1977 Commodore PET
1977 Atari 2600
1977 Star Wars begins (film, by George Lucas, Ford, Hamill, interesting: like Jabba de Hut could
be de Havilland, Lando Calrissian basically young Dawn Choco Dog.)
1977 A Scanner Darkly (book, Philip K. (Kindred) Dick, the man on the cover looks a bit like
Joseph, later film with Reeves)
1977 Elvis dies ("but the king is still alive" myth)
1977 Aunt Julia and the scriptwriter (book, Mario Vargas Llosa, is like a theatro explanation,
later film Tune in Tomorrow with Reeves)
1978 Drescher marries Peter Marc Jacobson
1978 Hitchhikers Guide (radio)



1978 The Users (Joan Fontaine directed by Joseph Hardy.  A Hollywood savvy high-class
prostitute seduces a gentleman)
1979 ADii Only Human (feat. On cover A man with his cigar getting lit by a black cat)
1979 Star Trek movie
1979 Hitchhikers Guide (novel)
1980 Restaurant at the end of the Universe (novel)
1981 Start of Ronald Reagan (California, Hollywood) presidential period
1981 ADii Vortex
1981 AD UK is formed
1981 God Emperor of Dune
1981 EAV Cafe Passe
1981 Johnny Mnemonic (book, William Gibson)
1981 Scanners (by Cronenberg, a telepathy talent is captured by private military organisation,
scanners are people capable of telepathy, cyberpathy is telepathically interfacing with
computers, happens in a phone booth, Scanner alliance wants to dominate the world)
1981 Howard Lee death (Tierney husband)
1981 Arthur (by Steve Gordon, . Mentioned because later is another Arthur film (like a remake).
Alcoholic billionaire playboy Arthur Bach must marry a woman he does not love, or he will be cut
off from his $750,000,000 fortune. But when Arthur falls in love with a poor waitress)
1981 IBM Acorn
1981 MS DOS
1982 I get born - officially on 21. June in Vienna as Martin Kremecek, eye color green-brown
with yellowish halo, hair color black, skin tone Caucasian, adult height 1.72m. Father is Werner
Kremecek, mother is Helene Kremecek (born Battisti) with brother Alexander ("Alex") Kremecek
(~5 years older) and half-brother Gerhard Wallner (~10 years older). Werner looks a bit like Oleg
Cassini but is Austrian type. Whole family is actually Austrian-Romano, Eastern European
influences are in actuality not really seeable. An aunt was called Leni. Helene also was called
"Hedi" (like "Hedy Lamarr", also Viennese), not Leni, although Leni is German abbreviation for
Helene (like Helene Riefenstahl). An uncle was called Fritz (like Fritz Lang) and later cared
about Africa. There was also a dying mentally sick grandmother I forgot the name of (dead since
long). All other family contacts heavily superficial and rare.What is also noteworthy is that
repeatedly mentioned was the vacation they took as family before I had arrived in Rimini, Italy, a
town at the Adria. Inofficially it is said I come from somewhere else in actuality. Well, at least
definitely can be said I always really felt like I don't belong here.
1982 Atari 2600
1982 Commodore C64
1982 Life the universe and everything (novel)
1982 Lucasfilm Games founded
1982 Falco Einzelhaft (music, Austria, Vienna,1st release. Perhaps Falco is created with
Gudmundur Jonsson as example. Certain similarity.)
1982 The Royal Romance of Charles and Diana (de Havilland)
1982 Philip K. Dick dies in Santa Ana, Usa
1982 Blade Runner (based on Philip K. Dick's Do Androids Dream of Electric Sheep?)
1983 Sega Sg 1000



1983 NES
1983 EAV Spitalo Fatalo
1983 The Nanny (Fran Drescher as Fran Fine)
1983 Videodrome (by Cronenberg, tagline:"first it controls your mind, then it destroys your
body", character Max Renn, could be Spitalo Fatalo related Joseph story piece, sounds a bit like
MaxDome - Max Renn Video Drome)
1983 Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds formed (band, Australia, Nick Cave, Warren Ellis, Martyn P.
Casey, George Vjestica)
1983 Faith No More assumes name (band San Francisco,US. Includes band member "Big" Jim
Martin (James Blanco Martin) 83-93, Courtney Love)
1984 So long and thanks for all the fish (novel)
1984 EAV a la carte
1984 Falco Junge Roemer (music)
1984 Heretics of Dune
1984 This is Spinal Tap (Drescher and character Martin "Marty" di Bergi)
1984 Sam's Son (Michael Landon feat. Cy Martin as main character)
1984 Nick Cave and the Bad Seeds - From Her to Eternity (music)
1984 The Offspring band is formed (originally named Manic Subsidal)
1984 Terminator 1 (by James Cameron, Schwarzenegger, Lindane Hamilton)
1985 Glasnost
1985 Chapterhouse Dune
1985 Sega Master System
1985 Amiga 1000
1985 Back to the Future (by Zemeckis, Michael J Fox as Marty McFly)
1985 Brazil (by Terry Gilliam, De Niro, Hoskins)
1985 Subway (by Luc Besson, schitsel for underground)
1985 Nick Cave ATBS - The Firstborn is Dead (music)
1985 Faith No More We Care A Lot (music)
1985 EAV Geld oder Leben (music)
1985 Start of Moonlighting (TV series, by Glenn Gordon Caron, Bruce Willis, Cybill Sheppard,
Utmost interesting because it is about the Blue Moon Detective Agency, and is released exactly
10 years before Nada Moonshine. start of Bruce Willis' fame. Description:The series revolved
around cases investigated by the Blue Moon Detective Agency and its two partners, Madeleine
"Maddie" Hayes (Shepherd) and David Addison Jr. (Willis). The show, with a mix of mystery,
sharp dialogue, and sexual tension between its leads, introduced Willis to the world and brought
Shepherd back into the spotlight after a nearly decade-long absence.)
1985 Falco Falco 3 (music)
1986 Famicom
1986 Nick Cave ATBS Kicking Against The Pricks (music)
1986 Nick Cave ATBS Your Funeral...My Trial (music)
1986 Falco Emotional (music)
1986 EAV Fata Morgana EP (single-video)
1987 Amiga 500
1987 Perestroika



1987 Space Balls (by Mel Brooks, Brooks, Candy, Pullman)
1987 Faith No More Introduce Yourself (music)
1987 Start of Married... With Children (series, David Faustino as Bud Bundy, Christina
Applegate as Kellys Bundy, Ed O'Neill as Al Bundy, Katy Sagal as Peggy Bundy, interesting is
that on one of the major posters the son Bud wears a pullover with blue+red color.)
1987 EAV Liebe, Tod & Teufel (music)
1987 Die Prinzen band is formed (music, Germany)
1988 Sega Megadrive
1988 The Big Blue (by Luc Besson, schitsel for sea and blue stating: simply a sporting
competition)
1988 The Prince of Pennsylvania (by Ron Nyswaner, Reeves, includes character Gary as
father)
1988 The Satanic Verses (by Salmon Rushdie, sparked great controversy for blasphemy
insulting Khomeini (leader of Iran). Rushdie got hunted for a decade. Interestingly the book story
contains a hijacked plane with 2 hijackers. The plane flies from India to Britain and explodes
over the English channel. Also contains a secret underground brothel where the prostitutes
assume the roles of a protagonist's wives.
Smells like intentional provocation. Could be early sign of the 9/11 plan, but I believe is used for
the later blaming of Islamists. Rushdie around 88 was newly married to an American writer that
was born in Pennsylvania. Note that just in the same year is released "The Prince of
Pennsylvania" with Keanu Reeves)
1988 Falco Wiener Blut (music)
1988 Two Moon Junction (by Zalman King, Milla Jovovich)
1988 Paradise - Episode childhood's end (starring Milla Jovovich)
1988 Nick Cave ATBS Tender Prey (music)
1988 Nine Inch Nails is formed (band, Cleveland, Michael Trent Reznor, Atticus Ross)
1989 Start of George Herbert Walker Bush (Texas) presidential period
1989 Fall of Berlin Wall/Iron curtain
1989 Bill and Ted's excellent Adventure (film, by Stephen Here, like two brothers Reeves and
Alex Winter in Time Travel journey like Back to the Future but in Phone Booth)
1989 Back to the Future II (by Zemeckis, Michael J. Fox as Marty McFly, story says Marty must
return to 1955 (strangely the time after Tierney's shock treatment))
1989 Married with Children - Episode Fair Exchange (starring Milla Jovovich)
1989 The Offspring The Offspring
1989 Faith No More The Real Thing (music)
1989 Nine Inch Nails (NIN)- Pretty Hate Machine (music, Halo2, "Down In It" Halo1, "Head Like
a Hole" Halo3, "Sin" Halo4)
1990 Super Nes
1990 Tierney's brother Howard Sherwood "Butch" Tierney dies in Martin County, Florida
1990 Frontline Assembly - Caustic Grip
1990 Tune in Tomorrow (film, by Jon Amiel with Reeves, feat. main character Martin (in the
1977 book is called Mario))
1990 Falco Data de Groove (music)



1990 The Shamen is reformed (music, band, initially, Scottish psychedelic, now British
electronic beat music, perhaps also by Ad UK?)
1990 The Shamen En Tact (music)
1990 Nick Cave ATBS The Good Son
1990 EAV Nepomuk's Rache (music)
1990 Star Control 1 Famous Battles of the Ur-Quan Conflict ( by Toys for Bob, battle system
only, sequel gets really interesting)
1990 ~ Start of Japanese Culture Invasion. It is noted that Japanese culture popularity had
started to significantly rise since 1960ies. In the early 90ies the West saw a big wave of highly
popular and important works. That also had happened along with the ever growing popularity of
home consoles and video games. From around 2000 on one actually saw a slow fade-out but
Japanese culture remained a part of everyday life.
1990 (note I use Austria release date) Akira (anime, by Katsuhiro Otomo, monumental
cyberpunk film that defined the culture invasion and had big impact throughout the 90ies. Plot
outtake: On July 16, 1988, the third world war is triggered by the sudden destruction of Tokyo.
The metropolis has been rebuilt as Neo-Tokyo on artificial islands in Tokyo Bay. In 2019, the city
is plagued by corruption, anti-government protests, terrorism, and gang violence.
The heart of Akira is about the life of paranormal humans and how human society reacts to
them. A doom spelling masterpiece. Interesting: throughout the whole film everyone asks where
Akira is and when he is coming while the active protagonist is called Tetsuo. Only at the very
end arrives Akira, shining and greeting through a "Ball of Flesh". Most interesting detail: The
same happens at the end of "The Guyver" series (. Anyone who has not seen Akira - watch it.
1991 Dissolution of USSR
1991 Cold  War End
1991 Tierney+Landon death
1991 Reeves forms band Dogstar
1991 My private Idaho ( by Gus Van Sant, Reeves, River Phoenix)
1991 Naked Lunch (by Cronenberg, actors unfavourable, producers: Thomas, Martinelli, set in
1953 with characters William Lee (exterminator) and his wife Joan Frost. surreal like alternate
reality film including strange agents and Nazis, based on book)
1991 Terminator 2 Judgement Day (by James Cameron, Arnold Schwarzenegger)
1991 Ultima: Worlds of Adventure 2: Martian Dreams (by Origin Systems, Warren Spector,
interesting because it is a journey from Vienna to Mars and one gets to explore Mars landscape
In Victorian era style.)
1991 La Femme Nikita (by Luc Besson, Jean Reno)
1991 Charly - The Prodigy band first release artists Maxim, Liam Howlett, Keith Flint, Leeroy
Thornhill
1991 Delicatessen (Marc Caro, Jean-Pierre Jeunet, dark real world surreal with underground
focus)
1991 Wumpscut founded by Rudi Ratzinger (Bavaria, Germany)
1991 Wumpscut Defcon (music)
1991 Wumpscut Small Chambermusicians
1991 EAV Watumba! (music)
1991 Die Prinzen Das Leben ist grausam (music)



1991 American Psycho (book, by Bret Easton-Ellis)
1991 George R.R. Martin starts writing on Game of Thrones (Song of Fire and Ice)
1992 The European Parliament adds Brussels as secondary location
1992 Wayne's World ( film like combination of This is Spinal Tap (Drescher) and Tune in
Tomorrow (Reeves), main character Wayne has his own cellar based TV station, also has a
trace of Bill & Ted's Excellent Adventure (party time excellent), smell like family agreement
schitsel regarding Martin)
1992 Fettes Brot is formed (music, Hamburg, Germany)
1992 Nick Cave ATBS Henry's Dream
1992 The Offspring Ignition
1992 The Prodigy Experience (music, red circus smell)
1992 The Shamen Bossdrum (music, single-video "Ebenezer Goode" - potential play with name
Goodrich (Benjamin, brother of Gisele Galante (de Havilland)). But officially Goodrich died 1991
in Paris. EVEN MORE strangely a few years later in 1995 "college" classmate Johannes Reschl
looks almost identical to Goodrich when he was young. Reschl did later some Portugal and
South America travelling and makes films (time of writing at Filmagio in Austria).  The song
Ebenezer Goode includes nickname Mrs. Punchanella (jokey version of Drescher). Has already
basic feel of ADII Nada Moonshine, probably because it also integrates Dune already. The main
guy looks like Richard Nagy, whom I meet around 2006 in Vienna)
1992 Faith No More Angel Dust (music)
1992 NIN Broken. (Ep) (music, Halo5)
1992 NIN Fixed (Ep)(music, Halo6)
1992 UNKLE band formed (British musical outfit)
1992 Windows 3.1x
1992 Mostly Harmless (novel)
1992 Dracula di Bram Stoker (Oldman, Reeves, Ryder)
1992 The Hand That Rocks the Cradle (film, by Graeme Revell, DeMornay, Sciorra, Moore,
After learning that Claire is the reason behind her husband's death, Mrs Mott decides to become
a nanny for her son in order to destroy her family. NOTE: next year "The Nanny" starts with Fran
Drescher, expect a double-triple pun)
1992 Star Control 2 The Ur-Quan Masters (game, by Toys for Bob, Accolade, Paul Reichert III,
Fred Ford, very interesting story about saving the galaxy. Is topic relevant but sci-fi encoded)
1992 Falco Nachtflug (music)
1992 Sneakers (directed by Phil Alden Robinson, River Phoenix, Dan Akroyd, Robert
Redford,Ben Kingsley; reads like a cold war drama like Daughter of the Mind with Gene Tierney
set also in 1969 with main character called Martin)
1992 Tori Amos Little Earthquakes (music, Ireland)
1992 Die Prinzen Küssen verboten (music)
1992 Luc Besson marries Milla Jovovich
1993 Start of Bill Clinton (Arkansas) presidential period
1993 The European Union is formed
1993 I experience Maelstrøm-esque year
1993 Start of The Nanny (series, Drescher, later also includes again an episode about "This is
Spinal Tap" (S05E03))



1993 Start of Magic The Gathering TCG (game and brand By Wizards of the Coast, (like Lord of
the Rings is a brand)). Later on in Mtg wiki online: Orzhova: The Church of Deals ("you better
pray BEFORE you enter") fits totally the hypothesis that de Havilland is "Jabba de" - "Olivia de"
of Star Wars (prime slaver and dealer, famously has a personal female slave on chain). de
HAVE - de HUT (pronounced de HAT is like German for HAVE)
1993 River Phoenix dies in West Hollywood, Usa. One year after Sneakers the cold war drama
with character Martin.
1993 Y2k scare first starts In Computerworld magazine as "Year 2000 doomsday" and by New
York Times
1993 Wumpscut Music for a Slaughtering Tribe (music)
1993 Die Prinzen Alles nur geklaut (music, famous single-video "Alles nur geklaut")
1994 The Crow (Brandon Lee)
1994 The Divine Comedy (music, Jovovich)
1994 Leon The Professional (Nikita style film)
1994 The Prodigy Music for the Jilted Generation
1994 System Shock (game, Origin Systems, Doug Church, Warren Spector, interesting story
about Shodan - a Cyber-physical computer system going mad in a space station)
1994 The Offspring Smash
1994 NIN The Downward Spiral (music, Halo8,"March of the Pigs" Halo7, "Closer" Halo9)
1994 Tori Amos Under the Pink (music)
1994 Nick Cave ATBS Let Love In (music)
1994 Sega Saturn
1994 EAV Nie wieder Kunst (music)
1994 Rammstein band formed (Berlin, Germany)
1994 The Horde (by Toys for Bob, Silicon Knights, Crystal Dynamics, very interesting cutscenes
and opening, young servant boy Chauncey accidentally saves the King and is appointed
protector of the realm. His task is to save the kingdom from the terrible, insatiable Horde
(devilish creatures))
1994 Under a Killing Moon (by Access Software, very interesting game with "Interactive movie"
flair. Private investigators Tex Murphy has to save the planet for it supposed to get destroyed by
a moon base laser. Like a combination of Moonlighting (with Bruce Willis) and Nada Moonshine
- out next year. Really interesting dialogues and cutscenes.)
1995 Austria joins the EU
1995 I start at advanced technical school (a bit similar to college) in Vienna to learn computer
programming and so.
1995 Sony Playstation
1995 Windows 95
1995 Pulp Common People (single-video, UK, important as it includes the phrase "I met her at
some Martin's college" just the year I had started with Austrian "college". The rest of the video is
also interesting, showing some kind of "Lulu" woman and mechanically dancing/performing
people)
1995 ADii - Nada Moonshine
1995 The Shamen Axis Mutatis (music, strangely it apears the shamen is referenced in
Moonshine - includes.the phrase "12 shamen in an Indigo sea")



1995 Johnny Mnemonic (by Longo, Reeves, Lundgren, based on 1981 book)
1995 Strange Days (by Kathryn Bigelow and James Cameron, Ralph Fiennes, Juliette Lewis,
soundtrack main song contains "2000 major war, strange days like eyed before" in main song by
Lords of Acid, set in 1999. Foreshadows 2000 and basically states a plan)
1995 The City of Lost Children (by Marc Caro and Jean-pierre Jeunet, dark fantasy science
fiction, feels like a collection)
1995 12 Monkeys (by Terry Gilliam, Willis, Pitt, 12 Monkeys organisation wants to bring doom
with a virus)
1995 Faith No More King for a Day Fool for a Lifetime
1995 NIN Further Down The Spiral (music Halo10)
1995 Die Prinzen Schweine (music, famous single-video "Du musst ein Schwein sein")
1995 T>>MA a.k.a. Falco Mutter der Mann mit dem Koks ist da EP
1995 Fettes Brot Auf einem Auge Blöd (music)
1995 Wumpscut Bunkertor 7 (music)
1995 Wumpscut Preferential Legacy (music)
1995 Rammstein Herzeleid (music)
1996 I have a lucky win and get to travel to the US West Coast (road travel from LA to San
Francisco and back) together with a small group of Austrians, my backpack and passport get
stolen but noohing special happens. We visited Universal Studios theme park, a couple of
companies like Sierra (games) Yosemite, Living Books, Borland, Adobe, Wired Magazine. Of
course also some sightseeing.
1996 Jack (film by FF Coppola, Drescher)
1996 Tito and Tarantula - Tarantism (includes song that has same melody as song part on
moonshine. Nada Moonshine tie-in most likely)
1996 From Dusk til Dawn (film by Rodriguez, Tarantino, Clooney, Hayek, Lewis )
1996 Die Prinzen Alles mit'm Mund (music)
1996 Tori Amos Boys for Pele (music)
1996 Snake River Conspiracy (band) is formed
1996 Nick Cave ATBS Murder Ballads (music)
1996 Fatboy Slim - Better Living Through Chemistry I (music, previously of The Housemartins)
1996 The Shamen Hempton Manor (music)
1996 Falco feat. T>>MB Naked Ep (music)
1996 Fettes Brot Außen Top Hits, innen Geschmack (music)
1996 Star Control 3 (game, by Legend Entertainment, Accolade, basically a modernized version
of SC2 with slightly different story. Also still interesting)
1996 A Game of Thrones (Song of Fire and Ice I, by George R.R. Martin)
1997 End of Married… With Children (series, after 10 years)
1997 The Devil's Advocate (film, by Taylor Hackford, Reeves, Al Pacino, Charlize Theron)
1997 The Fifth Element (by Luc Besson, Willis, Oldman, Jovovich as Leelou)
1997 The Prodigy The Fat of the Land
1997 The Offspring Ixnay On the Hombre
1997 Nick Cave ATBS The Boatman's Call
1997 NIN The Perfect Drug Ep (music, Aka Halo 11, on Lost Highway, video interesting, Gothic)
1997 Death of Princess Diana



1997 OnEscapee (by Invictus Games, Sadeness Software, the opening cinematics are most
noteworthy. SCI-FI story includes assassination, human hijacking, and a car accident in a sad
tone. Like in memory of…)
1997 Y2k problem Options de Yager Index start trading. One spoke of scaremongering up to
2000
1997 Faith No More Album of the Year (music)
1997 NIN Closure( videoalbum, aka Halo 12)
1997 Wumpscut Embryodead (music)
1997 EAV I'm Himmel ist die Hölle los (music)
1997 Rammstein Sehnsucht (music)
1998 European Central Bank is formed with first president Wim Duisenberg (looks exactly like a
Dutch version of Trump)
1998 UNKLE Psyence Fiction (music, also feat. Thom Yorke (Radiohead), Mike D (Beastie
Boys), Jason Newsted
(Metallica), Richard Ashcroft (The Verve))
1998 Fatboy Slim You've Come a Long Way Baby (music)
1998 Dark City (by Alex Proyas, Kiefer Sutherland, has a city of lost children like tone, noir sci-fi
fantasy)
1998 The People Tree sessions (music, Milla Jovovich)
1998 Bright Eyes - Letting off the happiness (Color Oberst, first real album)
1998 The Offspring Americana
1998 Okkervil River formed (band, Texas)
1998 The Truman Show (by Peter Weir, Jim Carrey, Laura Linney, Holland Taylor)
1998 The Big Lebowski (By Coen brothers, Jeff Bridges, Julian Moore, Goodman, Buscemi,
Philip Seymour Hoffman)
1998 Falco death (car accident, in Dominican Republic, I suspect this is a schitsel because car
accident stories are also famously told about Joseph. Joseph is Adria - again a territory switch
like with Caribbean. Suspicious. I also remember that previously Falco was seen more like
"enfant terrible" in Vienna. After this point though he is suddenly seen like a big beloved hero by
the Viennese. In the years before his death he releases the VERY VERY STRANGE T>>MA,
T>>MB marked singles. two years later is first release of Prinz Porno and Homelife is officially
formed)
1998 Falco Out of the Dark (Into the Light)(music, single-video "Mutter der Mann mit dem Koks
ist da" (relevant))
1998 Thief: The Dark Project (Looking Glass, Brosius, Levine, noteworthy for its plot - very Berg
style. At the end Satan must be defeated.)
1998 Homelife Homelife (music)
1998 Prinz Porno Porno Privat (music, Berlin, Germany, 1st release, at time of Falco death, I
believe the artist being the actual T>>MB Naked and coincides with Homelife, being probably
the major actual Homelife start deal. The texts are actually often very personal and (this) topic
related. Interesting is that it acknowledges the existence of a T>>MA person, but rather
integrates him in some way as "subjugate" or quasi also source. Also includes: "Marties better
drop" on song "Battelking". Also strange is the song "Rapcommander MK1".  I believe he is also
part of a deal of de Havilland with Johnny Halliday (later looks like an ultra weird



Cassini/Werner). He really wants to make clear his texts that he as T>>MB is the actual one
person if importance. All this, together with later band cases, makes it obvious that this band
was formed as important Amon Deal personally directed against T>>MA. From now on called
the "Homelife" deal.)
1998 Fettes Brot Fettes Brot lässt Grüßen (music, "Jugend forscht" includes 1.72 as height
which is exactly my own, probably the older German rap/hip hop band did this to compete with
the introduction of Prinz Porno saying like "look, we also got new stuff and details". Important is
also their single-video "Da draussen" which states exactly that)
1998 Tori Amos From the Choirgirl Hotel (music)
1998 Chrysta Bell Happy Feet (music, Texas)
1998 The Shamen UV (music, final release)
1998 EAV Himbeerland (music)
1998 A Clash of Kings (Song of Fire and Ice II, by George R.R. Martin)
1999 The Euro is introduced as currency
1999 End of The Nanny (series, Drescher)
1999 Drescher divorces Peter Marc Jacobson
1999 James Bond The World Is Not Enough (by Michael Apted, Brisbane, Carlyle, Marceau,
Richards,James Bond is entrusted with the responsibility of protecting the daughter of an oil
tycoon. (seems like UK was protecting Drescher) While on his mission, he learns about an even
more dangerous plot.)
1999 eXistenZ (by Cronenberg, Jude Law, Willem Dafoe, similar story to Strange Days, tagline:
"play it, live it, kill for it." also similarities to Matrix)
1999 Matrix (film, Reeves, Wachowski brothers - said Johnny Mnemonic very important
inspiration)
1999 Sixth Sense (by M. Night Shyamalan, Kathleen Kennedy, Willis as Malcolm Crowe and
supernatural child Cole Sear, child can hear dead people (in daughter of the Mind the dead child
is heard))
1999 The Messenger: The story of Joan of Arc (by Luc Besson, Milla Jovovich, Jean Reno,
schitsel for Joan and Arc)
1999 Being John Malkovich (Cusack, Malkovich,Diaz, Mary Kay Place, most famously noted
story of personal human hijacking. Includes a Lulu style character called "Maxine")
1999 Fight Club (film, by David Fincher, Pitt, Norton, Leto, Bonham-carter,Meat Loaf, Sanchez;
film with interesting story. Norton reminds me of the later Austrian minister Blümel,as far as I
could see this involves what on Austria is the OEBB (Austrian Railroad) fight club with a
neo-nazi attitude. Also again involves confusion of identity as there are 2 Tyler Durden
characters)
1999 NIN The Fragile (music,album itself aka Halo14,includes "The Day The World Went Away"
aka Halo 13, "We're in this together" aka Halo15)
1999 Tori Amos To Venus and Back (music)
1999 Homelife Cho Cho (music)
1999 Falco Verdammt Wir Leben Noch (music release posthumous, video is relevant)
1999 Wumpscut Böses Junges Fleisch (music)
1999 Die Prinzen So viel Spaß für wenig Geld (music)
1999 Chrysta Bell Twisted Desire (music)



2000 Y2k Bill Clinton said first challenge of 21st century successfully met
2000 EU sanctions Austria for FPÖ joining official government under Jörg Haider (outspoken
Nazi) but the sanctions are of rather symbolic nature only.
2000 I am done with "college" and have to do a year of mandatory civil service (voluntarily
instead of mandatory army time).
2000 Joanna Pianka (Polish) is pregnant with Anika
2000 NIN Things Falling Apart (music, Aka Halo16)
2000 Thief II The Metal Age (Looking Glass, Brosius, Pearsall)
2000 Resident Evil (by Paul W. Anderson, Milla Jovovich as Alice)
2000 Snake River Conspiracy - Sonic Jihad
2000 The Offspring - Conspiracy of One
2000 Jon Bon Jovi  - It's my life (video already has 9/11 flair like "c'mon it's about to crash!")
2000 Fatboy Slim Halfway Between the Gutter and the Stars (music)
2000 EAV Austropop in Tot-Weiß-Tot (music)
2000 American Psycho (film by Mary Harron, Christian Bale, Jarred Leto, Willem DaFoe, Ronald
Reagan, Reese Witherspoon, based on book by Bret Easton-Ellis, somehow very well
resonated with my mood at that time. Has the charme of Martin's revenge stories)
2000 A Storm of Swords (Song of Fire and Ice III, by George R.R. Martin)
2000 End of Japanese Culture Invasion. I believe the JCI was there for 10 years to simply burst
open access to the West. Japenese culture remains totally normal and accepted since then but
the overall importance year-by-year never again was as high as in the early/mid 90ies.
2001 Start of George Walker Bush (Texas) presidential period
2001 The Man Who Wasn't There (Coen Bros., Thornton, McDormand, Badalucco, Gandolfini,
Scarlet Johansson, Strang film and strange timing like it is exactly trying say something about
American Psycho released just one year before. I was a great fan of AP and still find it
amusing… the film though is really weird and actually unfunny. Like "yeah, yeah…")
2001 Das weisse Rauschen (Hans Weingarten, Daniel Brühl,English:The White Sound)
2001 Wumpscut Wreath of Barbs (music)
2001 UNKLE Do androids dream of Electric beats? (Japanese radio Dj mix, reference to K. Dick
book could be joke like: no, of K.'s dick!)
2001 9/11 attacks On World Trade Center. (potentially inspired by 1988 work of Salman Rushdie
"The Satanic Verses". Since there was Islamic escalation against the book and Rushdie this
makes for an easy excuse to blame the Islamists. Remember that Pennsylvania was going on
1988. Probably means that the major theatro reavers were involved in the book. Like a
premonition of this event / Start of a plan. The Rushdie book is definitely part of "Devil" theatro.)
2001 Start Global War On Terror
2001 Zoolander (by Ben Stiller, Milla Jovovich, Owen Wilson)
2001 Regina Spektor 11:11 (music, first album, born in Moscow, Russia, New York Usa, title
suggests "mere coincidence" like in numerology. A cynical remark)
2001 Anika Kremecek is born (by Polish mother)
2001 The Fabulous Destiny of Amélie Poulain (by Jeunet, Audrey Tatou, Amélie is Lulu type,
Amélie is born in 1974 (Hijack year) in 1997 decides to bring happiness to others because of a
boy)
2001 Tori Amos Strange Little Girls (music)



2001 Nick Cave ATBS No More Shall We Part (music)
2001 Start of war in Afghanistan (GWOT)
2001 Start of war in Yemen (GWOT)
2001 Prinz Porno Radiumreaktion (music)
2001 Fettes Brot Demotape (music)
2001 Rammstein Mutter (music, single-video "Mutter" very interesting song that contains: "Auf
meiner Stirn ein Muttermal, entfern es mir mit Messers Kuss, auch wenn ich verbluten muss")
2001 Die Prinzen D (music)
2002 Firefly (series, Fox, by Joss Whedon/Mutant Enemy Productions, Space Western drama,
the adventures of the renegade crew of the Serenity, a "Firefly" class spaceship. Main character
is the young captain Malcolm "Mal" Reynolds that is reminiscent of Bill Pullman in Spaceballs.
The story is like after his brave fighting a HUGE armada suddenly drops in and he has to
concede defeat. Later on he scraps together some last funds and buys the little spaceship
Serenity.
Firefly maintained an ensemble cast that portrayed nine crew members and passengers of the
ship, Serenity. These characters fight criminals and schemers, Alliance security forces, the
utterly psychotic and brutal Reavers, and the mysterious men with "hands of blue"—who are
operatives of a secret agency which is part of the megacorporation referred to in the DVD
commentary only as The Blue Sun Corporation.

Most noteworthy: The "Companion" woman, Irana Serra (by Morena Baccarin) looks like Liliana
Voss in MTG. There is River Tam (by Summer Lyn Glau, Texas, an experimented with
phenomenal woman (child prodigy)). Mentally instable (plays a bit like Snakepit). There is her
brother, a young medical doctor (Simon Tam) that looks once again like Richard Nagy.
I suspect that Firefly was done as cover-up schitsel so they do not look that bad after 2000 plus
is camouflage for Lilliana actually receiving the "Serenity", not me. In Firefly she receives ONLY
a shuttle, not the whole ship. In reality everything. The Serenity is then equipped with high-end
hardware and is commonly known as the "Delila". That must then have happened in the early
2000s. Again also Texas involvement is smellable. Since Lilliana is rather known to be a French,
another case of de Havilland handing over something of importance to someone else closer to
her. Perhaps also handled by Goodrich.)
2002 Okkervil River - Don't fall in love with everyone you see
2002 Homelife Flying Wonders (music, cover contains yellow tinted baby on red background,
reminds a bit of "From Dusk Til Dawn" cover, Nada Moonshine film)
2002 Franz Ferdinand band formed in Glasgow Scotland
2002 Tori Amos Scarlet's Walk (music)
2002 Homelife Forkbeard Fantasy's Frankenstein (music)
2002 Regina Spektor Songs (music)
2002 NIN And All That Could Have Been Ep (music, Halo17)
2002 Magic The Gathering Online
H 2003 Deus Ex Invisible War (includes faction WTO, Illuminati/Majestic12 conspiracy,
protagonist Alex D(enton), composer Alex Brandon, WTO is founded 1995, General Agreement
was 1947, pro human control)
2002 Six Organs of Admittance almost 1st release as Six Electric Organs



2003 UNKLE Never Never Land (music, also feat. Josh Homme (Queens of the Stone Age),
Robert Del Naja (Massive Attack) and Mani (The Stone Roses, Primal Scream))
2003 Gotye Boardface (music, first album)
2003 The Offspring Splinter
2003 Okkervil River - Down the River of Golden Dreams
2003 Homelife Wobbly Jack Ep (music, contains Wobbly Jack that reminds of the Nada
Moonshine phrase "the moon becomes a wobbly jacket")
2003 Prinz Porno (music, BlackbookCD #2 – Jung, schön & stylisch)
2003 Nick Cave ATBS Nocturnal (music)
2003 EAV Frauenluder (music)
2003 Die Prinzen Monarchie in Germany (music)
2003 Start of Iraq Fighting
2003 Start of Iraq war
2004 The Prodigy Always Outnumbered Never Outgunned
2004 Franz Ferdinand Franz Ferdinand (music)
2004 Regina Spektor Soviet Kitsch (music)
2004 Nick Cave ATBS Abattoir Blues/The Lyre of Orpheus
2004 The Blackheart Procession & Solbakken In the Fishtank 11 (music, recorded 2003, label
Konkurrent, just around Firefly series end it gets recorded and 1 year before Serenity Firefly film
released. Includes the song Voiture En Rouge that has something to do with MTG's Lilliana. It is
sung by a guest performer called Rachael Rose, but who this person really is is really hard to
say. No further music links or simple traces.)
2004 Fatboy Slim Palookaville (music)
2004 Homelife Guru Man Hubcap Lady
2004 Wumpscut Bone Peeler (music)
2004 Die Prinzen HardChor (music)
2004 Thief 3 : Deadly Shadows (Ion Storm, Brosius, very interesting story (Bergy), strangely the
traitor in the story looks like Warren Spector (also of Ion Storm))
2004 Rammstein Reise, Reise (music)
2005 Start of living with Fran (Drescher, plays Reeves family, feat. character Josh..Martin)
2005 Prinz Porno Teenage Mutant Horror Show (music)
2005 Constantine (Reeves)
2005 Prinz Porno Zeit ist Geld (music)
2005 Franz Ferdinand You Could Have It So Much Better (music)
2005 Tori Amos The Beekeeper (music)
2005 Jovovich marries Paul W. Anderson (like main character of the Matrix film)
2005 Rammstein Rosenrot (music)
2005 Okkervil River - Black Sheep Boy
2005 Fettes Brot Am Wasser gebaut (music)
2005 Nine Inch Nails With Teeth (music, album Halo19, "The Hand that Feeds" aka Halo18,
"Only" aka Halo20)
2005 Sin City (by Rodriguez, Alba Toro, Murphy, Owen, Route, Willis, Wood)
2005 Wumpscut Evoke (music)
2005 A Feast for Crows (Song of Fire and Ice IV, by George R.R. Martin)



2005 Serenity (film, Firefly series film, although series had been cancelled. One year later I
meet the guy that looks a bit like the actor playing the doc. Probably marks the "official start" of
the "Serenity" ship, later called the "Delila". There really had been talk around like "Haha, now
he has to marry her!". She was one totally considered "Merde".)
2006 Oleg Cassini dies
2006 A Scanner Darkly (film, Reeves, Ryder, Downey Jr., cast also say Joseph related - part is
Dracula cast, mdirected by Linklater (Texas))
2006 Cancel of Living with Fran (series, Drescher)
2006 Famous scandal around the Austrian bank Hypo Alpe-Adria begins.
2006 Prinz Porno !DonnerwetteR! (music)
2006 Beirut - Gulag Orkestar (music, more Balkan oriented. solo project Zach Condon, New
Mexico)
2006 Regina Spektor Begin To Hope (music)
2006 NIN Everyday Is Exactly The Same Ep (music, Halo21)
2006 Gotye Like Drawing Blood (music)
2006 Wumpscut Cannibal Anthem (music)
2007 Bright Eyes - Cassadaga (pyramidal mysticism, contains song about vortexes)
2007 UNKLE War Stories (music)
2007 NIN Beside You In Time (videoalbum, Halo22)
2007 Grinderman  Grinderman (music, basically Nick Cave ATBS)
2007 Beirut The Flying Club Cup (music, more French oriented)
2007 St. Vincent - Marry Me (music first album, Texas, US born 1982. like a bitey cynical
competitor to Regina Spektor)
2007 Tori Amos American Doll Posse (music)
2007 NIN Year Zero (music, album Halo24, "Survivalism" Halo23)
2007 NIN Year Zero Remixed (music, Halo25)
2007 Six Organs of Admittance Shelter From the Ash (music, song "Strangled Road" (relevant),
single-video "Shelter from the Ash")
2007 Prinz Pi Das Prinz IP Prinz Pi Volume 1 (music)
2007 Marteria Base Ventura (music)
2007 Wumpscut Body Census (music)
2007 EAV Amore XL (music)
2008 I host the Monkey Island Revival Party event in Vienna (~600 attendants). Until 2011/12 I
host some more but usually smaller parties (Monkey Island Memorial Day Vienna, Elbentanz,
Guitar Hero Contest, (medieval/fantasy/gothic), Monkey Island Memorial Day Hamburg)
2008 Prinz Pi Neopunk (music)
2008 Fettes Brot Strom und Drang (music)
2008 The Offspring Rise and Fall, Rage and Grace
2008 Okkervil River The Stage Names
2008 Die Prinzen Die neuen Männer (music)
2008 Nick cave ATBS Dig Lazarus Dig (music)
2008 Eagle Eyes (film, by D.J. Caruso, LaBeouf, Thornton, Monaghan, story is some kind of
world control machine goes wild and problems links even to white house. A young guy called
Jerry gets caught up in the web. At the end all is good and the black-skinned president of the



USA was just also a victim. Note that Monaghan is perhaps meant to be a Drescher standin.
Strange play with the artist name "Eagle Eye Jerry" (musician))
2008 I already had met Saskia (my future girlfriend at the MI:R party and was having email
contact (some called her miss Ivy/Poison Ivy)
2008 Britney Spears Circus (single-video, this one is most noteworthy as shows some kind of
Marlene Dietrich type circus and starting with Red/Blue perfume. In total very interesting and
topic relevant.)
2008 NIN Ghosts I-IV (music, Halo26, perhaps to he read as I to Ivy)
2008 NIN The Slip (music, Halo27)
2008 Jörg Haider (chief of FPÖ) dies in car accident
2008 Wumpscut Schädling (music)
2009 Start of Barack Obama (Chicago) presidential period
2009 I plan on moving to Hamburg to Saskia.
2009 Hope Sandoval Through the Devil Softly (music)
2009 The Prodigy Invaders Must Die
2009 Life Ball (Vienna) opening by Drescher, Clinton, Elke Winkens (German comedian)
2009 Prinz Pi Teenage Mutant Horror Show 2 (music)
2009 Franz Ferdinand Tonight:Franz Ferdinand (music, creates the suspicion that Franz
Ferdinand is also a Homelifer. The first few albums are more situation focused then remains
rather semi-personal)
2009 Rammstein Liebe ist für alle da
2009 Okkervil River The Standins
2009 St Vincent Actor (music)
2009 Regina Spektor Far (music)
2009 Six Organs of Admittance Luminous Night (music, song "Bar-nasha", single-video
"Anesthesia")
2009 Homelife Exotic Interlude (music, since at the same time Drescher and Clinton are in
Vienna, it raises the suspicion that they themselves are Homelife and that Homelife actually
directly is quasi "Amon Düül - Nada Moonshine:Homelife". Perhaps handled through Amon Düül
UK, as Homelife is UK based too. Actually way too small to call it a real Amon Düül but they
handle it themselves anyway…)
2009 The Men Who Stare at Goats (by Grant Haslof, Clooney, McGregor, Bridges, Spacey,
strange film that seems to make fun of the GWOT in a strange way)
2009 YouTube Song "The Amazing Horse HD"
2009 Tori Amos Midwinter Graces (music)
2009 Wumpscut Fuckit (music)
2009 Start of Somali war (GWOT)
2010 I moved to Hamburg, Germany and into the computer games industry again
2010 Marteria Zum Glück in die Zukunft I (music, single video "Verstrahlt" (relevant))
2010 UNKLE Where Did The Night Fall (music)
2010 Die Antwoord $O$ (music, first release, South Africa, single video "Enter the Ninja")
2010 Grinderman Grinderman 2 (music)



2010 Future News (online short film, The Onion News Network, fake news straight from the
future, very amusing and very interesting. Speaks Doom, a world gun, Miami being totally under
water and more…)
2010 The Tourist (by Florian Henckel von Donnersmarck, Jolie, Depp, Bettany, Dalton. The
poster for the film looked so similar to me that even Saskia mentioned it like 10 times that
someone must have seen me. Strangely around a year and half later Johnny Depp is noted as
being in the hotel right next to my office (Bigpoint) in the center of Hamburg having a talk with
the new CEO of Bigpoint, Khaled Helioui)
2010 Wumpscut Siamese (music, cover style is half-comic)
2010 EAV Neue Helden braucht das Land (music)
2011 Bright Eyes - The People's Key (Conor Oberst, traces of Milla and generally about the
situation, was supposed to be final release of band, name is play on Milla album 1998 when first
release was)
2011 Beirut The Rip Tide (music, I remember that exactly around that time there was something
big and negative going on)
2011 Bill Ryder-jones If… (music, UK, first release, rather artsy/serious tone, I have the feeling
that BRJ was part of Homelife deal, as next albums are very personal and as unknown UK guy
jumps into Hamburg scene. Suspicious. Perhaps Homelife Ad: UK activity)
2011 David Lynch & Chrysta Bell Bird of Flames (single video, shows a "Poison Ivy" slipping out
of a cocoon, cast by a Chinese. I was being together with Saskia. Later on in Iceland library I
found "Acid Make-out" by some "The Danny" from Norway. A Lynch-esque shortfilm in which a
girl is being remodelled/prepared for something (like through mental grilling). The girl gets
prepared for some kind of party.  I was pretty sure it could have been Saskia, as she was
looking a bit alike and also always said that she always knew that Someday (the name of the
soundtrack) she would go to a very important party and meet someone (we had met at MI:R
party). So probably the Nordic themselves had prepared her. Most likely anyway because she is
a Nordic girl…, album This Train)
2011 Chrysta Bell Friday Night Fly, (single-video presented as V Magazine film by Trevor Undo,
album This Train)
2011 Lykke Li - I Follow Rivers ( single + Magician Remix, strangely the Magician Remix (not
the original) is played in bars and around town in Hamburg popularly.)
2011 (Sep) Monkey Island Revival Party Hamburg (MI:R Hamburg). For one more time I host
the party in Hamburg. Things were already pretty bad but pull if off anyway. Saskia made a lot of
trouble in the preparation time. Look at the interview recorded. Party actually went surprisingly
smooth, nice atmosphere despite my bad mood. Saskia as always dressed as Miss Marley
(game character) and was since long also internet online calling herself so. The video has
strange similarity with 2020 Woodkid video "In Your Likeness")
2011 Björk Biophilia (music)
2011 Gotye Making Mirrors (music (Belgian-Australian), single video "Somebody that I used to
know". Was huge hit but his final album… Wouter André "Wally" De Backer (born 1980))
2011 St. Vincent Strange Mercy (music)
2011 Tori Amos Night of Hunters
2011 Payday The Heist (game)
2011 Prinz Pi Rebell Ohne Grund (music)



2011 Wumpscut Schrekk&Graus (music, first cover with comic style)
2011 Attwenger  Shakin' My Brain (single-video, Linz band, very interesting. Mentionioning Lady
Gaga and a Peter(sil, wordplay name/herb, later on in Muppets Most Wanted (2014) is a Peter
Linz and also Lady Gaga. Lyrics essence is you were shaking my brain! (Peter). The singer is
called Hans-Peter Falkner)
2011 Hubert von Goisern Brenna tats guat (translates into burns well/you burn well, Goisern,
Austria. Interesting lyrics at same time of Attwenger song. Two of the still most played songs in
Austria. Is like a warning reminder song, probably because countryside Austrians also wanted a
piece of the cake.)
2011 Arthur (by Jason Winer, with Russell Brand (later to be famous part of "99%" movement),
Jennifer Garner, Nick Nolte, Murphy Guyver, Remake of 1981 film. A drunken playboy stands to
lose a wealthy inheritance when he falls for a woman his family doesn't like. Really stupid
schitsel for Whitey(Salzburg style) America.)
2011 The Cabin in the Woods (by Drew Goddard, Fran Kranz as Marty Mikalski, Sigourney
Weaver as The Director. Cover is reminiscent of the take off scene in Wizard of Oz (original). In
total this feels like an American schitsel together with the Austrians. Also feels like an alternate
reality film - it plays in a forest but the environment is virtually controlled and artificial. A group of
friends meet in a cabin for holidays but something is wrong - Marty feels observed and everyone
starts acting weirdly. There is some kind of game master that chooses how everyone will die.
Marty gets death by Redneck Zombie family e.g.. Marty vanishes, all get slaughtered except
one woman. By accident Marty had survived and found a secret underground entrance that
actually is an experimental underground compound. Together they explore it, get through it and
at the end have the choice to kill each other or not. If they do all will go on as before, if they
don't a new God will rise and bring upon the end of humanity. In the end they choose to not kill
each other and the God rises.
This all is wrapped in some kind of ritual story - everywhere in the world are performed evil
rituals in which the good dies. The prophecy is that if any of the evil rituals  fail, the end of the
world will come. Really weird, especially later in 2020, where I also encounter a publicly so
called ritual  - but the real logic is inverted in reality - because no one stops the bad ritual a
greater evil is unleashed - as is common sense.
This film really interested me because I always in childhood and youth spent holiday time in a
small Austrian village called Göstling. Imagine this being a film like all of the happenings
described being actually there. And Bingo, there you are. This also fits well because in this year
truly the Austrians had been active (Attwenger, Hubert von Goisern). This film plus the film
Arthur is like one schitsel for Austria/Forest/Linz, and one for America/City/Salzburg. Later on in
that Austrian village again I experience a lot of strange things that remind me of this film.
Alsonote that with the Marty character is again a collision of Fran/Marty and Marty within
Eastern European family name (Mikalski) that even reminds of Lebowski )
2011 End of Iraq war
2011 A Dance with Dragons (Song of Fire and Ice V, by George R.R. Martin)
2011 Start of Game of Thrones TV series S01 (based on books by George R.R. Martin)
2011 Start of ISIL terror in Iraq (GWOT)
2012 Start of Mali war (GWOT)
2012 The Prodigy Days Go By



2012 Regina Spektor What We Saw From The Cheap Seats (music)
2012 Tori Amos Gold Dust (music)
2012 Six Organs of Admittance Ascent (music, spells like death, a song says "they say: to
survive burn memory")
2012 Marteria Lila Woken Ep (music, collaboration with Yasha and Miss Platinum. singer Marten
Laciny (born Dec.1982))
2012 Die Antwoord Ten$ion (music, single video "Baby's on Fire", single video "Fatty Boom
Boom")
2012 I get a serious "burnout syndrome" at time of release of Marteria Lila Woken (purple
clouds, October) and voluntarily enter hospital for a couple of weeks to recover. Since then I
myself felt like in war - had the impression they wanted to kill me and decide to start "struggling".
At the beginning had serious short term memory problems.
2012 Hotline Miami 1 (by Dennaton Games, Devolver Digital)
2012 Dishonored 1 (by Arkane Studios, Bethesda Softwares, this game contains important hints
towards the slaughterhouse in Linz,Austria. Very interesting story)
2012 Piggy ((film (Mystery/Thriller), like based on Hotline Miami and Hotline Miami 2 Pigman
story based on this film. Joe becomes friends with Piggy after his brother is murdered and finds
his life spiraling down a path of vengeance and violence. Joe is played by Martin Compston.
Piggy is played by Paul Anderson (named like Jovovich husband). Hotline Miami 2 (2015) says
actually Martin himself is "Pigman".)
2012 Sex House (online series, by The Onion News Network, fake reality show, very interesting
but amusing plot about a reality show going seriously wrong…)
2012 Life of Pi (by Ang Lee, Sharma, Khan, Depardieu, plays in India)
2012 James Bond Skyfall (by Mendes, Craig, Bardem, Fiennes, Harris. Official description: An
ex-MI6 agent steals a hard drive with top-secret information to carry out a vendetta on Bond's
overseer, M. Bond must face his past in a bid to try and save M.)
2012 Wumpscut  Women and Satan First (music)
2013 Miley Cyrus We Can't Stop (single-video, strange video talking about a party together with
"Marley", note again that Saskia was called Miss Marley because of MI:R.
2013 Miley Cyrus Wrecking Ball (single-video, noteworthy. Fits exactly how I felt afterwards -
everything again wrecked and gone. This video has like the purpose of saying: "you know, was
simply Miley because she was so madly in love". And of course she is now the hurt one…)
2013 German election periods start - including Merkel, Steinbrück, Gysi. I remember that things
got even worse back then. Also it took like until 2022 for "Merkel Germany" to stop pestering
around noticeably.
2013 Joan Fontaine dies in Carmel Highlands, CA
2013 Woodkid The Golden Age (is artist name of French artist Yoanne Lemoine (born 1983),
single video "Run Boy, Run", single video "Iron", single video "I love you". also worked for Lana
del Rey, Katy Perry and Taylor Swift as video director. "Iron" is also used for "Assassin's
Creed:Revelations" trailer, 2013 "Run Boy Run" for the "Dying Light" trailer. Very popular in my
final Hamburg year )
2013 Bill Ryder-Jones A Bad Wind Blows In My Heart (BlR is UK born 1983, single video "Wild
Swans" (relevant), single video "He Took You In His Arms", single video "You're getting like your
sister" (relevant, again devil topic), also contains "Lemon Tree #3")



2013 Payday 2 (game, by Starbreeze Publishing)
2013 Bill Ryder-Jones Piggy Soundtrack (music for film "Piggy")
2013 Prinz Pi Kompass Ohne Norden (music, single video: "Hundert Mal" (relevant, shows a girl
looking like Saskia who had been unnervingly played one song around a hundred times for real:
The YouTube/Internet song "The Amazing Horse HD" first released Oct. 2009. She found it
hilarious), song "Kompass Ohne Norden" contains phrase:"Bob Dylan gab mir einst einen
Kompass ohne Norden, so treibe ich verloren in ein unbekanntes Morgen". Like a real
foreshadowing of my future journey, although I went to Iceland later anyway)
2013 Fettes Brot 3 is ne Party (music)
2013 Franz Ferdinand Right Thoughts, Right Words, Right Action (music)
2013 Oz The Great and Powerful (film, by Sam Raimi)
2013 Nick Cave ATBS Push The Sky Away (music)
2013 Wumpscut Madman Szpital (music)
2013 Project Pitchfork Black (music, Hamburg, very relevant album including singles "Acid
Ocean" and "The Circus" saying like they self-gloriously let all sink into the acid ocean and life is
just a circus. PP is really special in its connotation as it (like EAV the Austrian band) uses these
Viennese sounding male voices and has a cynical, dark type of humor that is actually quite
critical of the events that had happened. The album is really still of value.)
2013 The Cave (game, by Double Fine, Ron Gilbert. Shortly after the MI:R party the first new
Ron Gilbert game. I had met Ron Gilbert in person together with Saskia in Hamburg plus the
graphics artist of "Braid" the game. The cave is like a Berg story schitsel, like he had been
there.)
2013 NIN Hesitation Marks (music, Halo28)
2013 Ukraine - EU Associative Pact
2013 Hotline Miami A Short Film (well done YouTube "fan" video, introduces the Hotline Miami
Network, contains story aboutbiker and Jacket, finding Lisa )
2013 I had worked for the companies Good Game Studios, Innogames and until end of stay
Bigpoint. I had received my China invitation (it was yellow, the receptionist was acting surprised)
to dash off to Shanghai, China into my new job (once I had called it "moving from the Lion's den
into the Dragon's den"). There I work for CCP Shanghai as game designer. CCP is an Icelandic
company famous for "Eve Online". I work on their Shanghai production "Dust 514". They knew
Bjoerk for they even called her and asked about a video. Shanghai stay went enormously
chaotic and dangerous. People I met: "Sylvia (Poland) + Ray (China), Iza (Poland) + husband
Björn (German), Lisa  (China) + husband Markus (Austria), Lana (Russia) knowing Lisa/Markus.

In hindsight this is weird because there is this Hotline Miami Shortfilm that says "he has to find
Lisa. Lisa knows how to reunite him with his wife.". Lisa knows Lana. And Lana is in theatro
portrayed like a potential wife. Although Lana was Russian she was once preparing a weird
party that smelled like Usa. Someone looking dressed like Lady Gaga, a Santa Claus and a
strange bunch of people. I felt uncomfortable, left and basically stopped the contact. I was
almost unaware of Lana del Rey at that time. Anyway, a strange setup. Also Björn/Björk smells
fishy. Markus later on moved also back to Austria with Lisa. Sylvia moved back to Poland and
Iza and Björn back to Germany.



Shanghai back then had the highest air pollution ratings since a long time. Lots of quarreling in
the company. Very dangerous radio air (as if pollution was a schitsel for it). Sylvia was someone
knowing David Bowie (Ziggy Stardust). Spent most of time with Sylvia who was most willing to
help. Once got enormously dangerous headblast and almost fell of balcony (but it was glassed).
Icelandics were behaving weird. Way too strong radiation. Producer was Thomas an English
who was acting weird and was acting like blocking me. He had previously worked on "Mirror's
Edge". Started quarrel with him because he was blocking me and then I had to leave the
company. Have one more month more then in Shanghai anyway and hang around Sylvia a bit
more before going back.
2014 Brody Dalle Diploid Love (music, punk rock, birth name: Bree Joanna Alice Robinson,
single video:"The Foetus" shows in animated film style strange journey of a magical foetus with
Brody looking quite a bit like Sylvia. Then seemed to me like she had been awaiting my arrival,
Sylvia herself had a past of punkrock and "anarchia" in Poland ).
2014 Project Pitchfork Blood (music, Hamburg, contains yet more really interesting songs of
relevance)
2014 I also remember I found her looking and acting like in two songs: The Black Heart
Procession "Rats" (video) and Nick Cave and The Bad Seeds "Fifteen Feet" (of pure white
snow, video). Once I ask her: "Doesn't that one look like you Sylvia?", she doesn't even properly
look and says "no!". Found her very suspicious but she was showing me around Shanghai at
least.
2014 Coldplay Ghost Stories (music, single video: Magic (featuring Chinese actress Zhang Ziyi))
2014 Marteria Zum Glück in die Zukunft II (music)
2014 Ukraine Crisis begins. I personally find it weird because it felt like I'm first time in China
and Euro freaks out.
2014 My Shanghai stay lasted 3 intense and physically draining months (chemicals n' "chemical
brothers" chemicals. NO drugs...). Had like permanently stayed on high alert. Leave with signs
of exhaustion.
2014 Thief 4 (by Eidos Montreal, Square Enix, in some ways very similar plot to Dishonored 1
but stays in more Gothic attire. Fells like a cheap rip-off version of Dishonored 1)
2014 Die Antwoord Donker Mag (music, single-video "Ugly Boy")
2014 Cease-fire on 21st June, thanks for peace on birthday bro! Can't remember it being silent
though...
2014 Ukraine Fighting again on 1st July
2014 I return to Austria and stay In Vienna for some time before moving to the village Göstling
a.d. Ybbs to recover.
2014 Patricia Ann Tierney Byrne dies in Del Rey beach Florida
2014 John Wick (Reeves big comeback)
2014 Payday 2: John Wick (game)
2014 After some strange time in the village I decide to return to Vienna and sometimes meet
Sylvia in Poland (acquaintance from Shanghai, China)
2014 Sin City 2 (by Rodriguez, Route, Willis, Alba, Garner, Liotta, Lloyd, feels like a strange
collection of short stories from Vienna/Linz...)
2014 True Detective S01 (produced by Lee Caplin, characters detectives Rust Cole and Marty
Hart, plays in 1995, 2002 and 2012)



2014 Lera Lynn Standing On the Moon (single-video, Lera just had gotten more famous through
True Detective series. This song and video is particularly interesting for it actually stands to
defend their actions in Hamburg time - signified by the woman who plays guitar in the
background - looks like Miss Marley / Saskia. Like saying - yeah yeah Martin, you know, actually
just because of Saskia.)
2014 Acid Make-Out (short-film, Daniel Thorsteinsson, Lynch-esque dream like film about a girl
getting done something to (like brainwashed). The girl is like a young teen and gets prepared to
one day go to an important party. The girl looks actually enough like Saskia/Miss Marley to
suspect there is a link. The soundtrack is called "Someday" and does include topics of
relevance. Like really saying what she got back then was "Someday this will happen". She is
just a little girl is definitely a statement made.)
2014 Death of H.R. Giger. Some fans put together an interesting animated video with his art
called "H.R. Giger - Art in Motion". Highly interesting and somewhat  fitting.
2014 Muppets Most Wanted (film, by James Bobin, Gervais, Burrell, Peter Linz, a very strange
film that is like a double-triple-quadruple schitsel. It is like a good Kermit/bad Kermit story with
strange humor. Very noteworthy is that the badguy called Badguy is called Dominic and has the
villain name Lemur. This character looks a bit like one of my ex-work colleagues from Vienna at
the company Usecon/Cure. He was called Dominik Unger and had the Skype (chatapp)
nickname Lemur indeed. The story involves lots of confusions around Kermit. A Russian frog
that broke out of his Gulag and has a birthmark is the villain and fakeplaces himself instead of
Kermit to do crimes with Badguy (Dominic). The strange part is the birthmark - since Rammstein
- Mutter a topic (birthmark on forehead) as well as Gulag - Beirut Gulag Orkestar and Wumpscut
Gulag song. The film is obviously trying to create exactly such confusion itself. In the film most
involved are USA, France,UK and Russia. In addition it includes indirectly (through a picture)
Lady Gaga and in minor role Peter LINZ. Seems like a reference to Attwenger (Linz band)
"Shakin' My Brain". It appears that this film is supposed to complete this "contract". Also Peter
Linz is probably trying to hide the fact that Hans-Peter Of Attwenger/Linz was the actual target.
Not Linz the city, Linz the person. This film is trying to hide/obfuscate something of importance
most certainly. Makes it likely that around 2011 people related to this film were part of a bigger
happening. 2011 was the year of major catastrophe in Hamburg. On total that package makes it
certain that Linz,Austria was involved most importantly)
2014 St Vincent St Vincent (music)
2014 Tori Amos Unrepentant Geraldine (music)
2014 Drescher "marries" Shiva Ayyadurai (Ayyadurai claims it was just celebration of friendship
among family)
2014 ~ Ukraine Annexation of Krim. I remember around that time the Ukraine president making
a public Nazi remark like "Heil Hitler" in TV interview (I saw it on Russia Today). I remember it
being roughly around the time a Klitschko brother (Germany) moved to Ukraine to support.
2014 Wumpscut Bulwark Bazooka (music)
2014 Start of Intervention in Syria (GWOT)
2015 After strange time in Vienna I dash off to Poland to see one more time Miss Sylvia and
move on back to Hamburg and stay with the Jeffries (Maik and Monica)
2015 The Prodigy The Day is my Enemy (includes Ibiza song)



2015 Hotline Miami 2:Wrong Number (Dennaton Games, Devolver Digital, contains story of
Martin Brown the Pigman/Pig Butcher)
2015 Carpenter Brut Trilogy (also soundtrack to HM2)
2015 Prinz Pi pp=mc² (music, somehow funny because HM2 is so pixely… now is Mc
squared...)
2015 Kung Fury (film, by David Sandberg, it says Swedish but the feeling is totally American.
Includes David Hasslehoff. There is also a noteworthy soundtrack single-video "True Survivor".
Strangely feels like Eminem "Phenomenal" done bigger)
2015 Ukraine - Minsk Agreement II
2015 Fettes Brot Teenager von Mars (music)
2015 James Bond Spectre (by Mendes, Craig, Waltz, Harris, Bautista, Bellucci, Fiennes. James
Bond receives an obscure message from M about a sinister organisation. With the help of
Madeleine, he uncovers the conspiracy, only to face an ugly truth.)
2015 Bill Ryder-jones West Kirbyville County Primary (music, single video "Wild Roses")
2015 Eminem Phenomenal (single, soundtrack album Southpaw, video includes man on the run
after hospitalization in China. Includes again John Malkovich. Man gets helicopter
shot down with kind of bazooka and lands again in a theatre.)
2015 David Bowie Blackstar (music, single video "Blackstar" (relevant), video tells strange tale
of betrayal with a dark gloomy atmosphere)
2015 Lana del Rey High by the Beach (single, on Honeymoon, video shows her shooting down
a helicopter with something like a bazooka from her house by the beach)
2015 Bjoerk Vulnicura (sounds a bit like polish "Kurva" that is an insult like "bitch")
2015 I move back to Austria and move on to Porto, Portugal for about 3 months before going
back to Austria
2015 Beirut No No No (music)
2015 Faith No More Sol Invictus (music)
2015 True Detective S02 (series)
2015 Wumpscut BlutSpukerTavern
2015 EAV Werwolf Attacke! (music)
2015 Die Prinzen Familienalbum (music)
2016 Drescher and Ayyadurai part ways
2016 I leave Austria and go over Zurich to southern Germany and decide to stay a while in little
town Baden-Baden. At the same time Usa election period was starting to roll (Trump, Hilary). I
remember that around this time I had the first mind-flashes of who/what is considered the Delila
in Dishonored game. That for sure was advanced hardware. In Magic The Gathering there is a
character called Lilliana Vess. That one basically fits what I had been experiencing, but different
of course. There is such a FRENCH woman noted in theatro, e.g. in The Blackheart Procession
& Solbakken In the Fishtank song "Voiture en Rouge". Means that it relates more to Salzburg
which is also symbolized by the unholy purple. She is described as dark/unholy magic user in
Mtg. Is definitely the "Companion" character in Firefly series. She actually appears in "marriage
proposition stance".
2016 Dishonored 2 (Arkane Studios, Bethesda Softworks)
2016 Hope Sandoval Until the Hunter (music, contains a song "A Wonderful Seed" about a Miss
Sylvia)



2016 Nick Cave ATBS Skeleton Tree (music)
2016 NIN Not the Actual Events EP (music, Halo29)
2016 After a couple months I move Zig-Zag through all of Germany before jumping from
Hamburg to Reykjavik, Iceland and stay there for 3 months before finally again going back to
Austria. Even had a job at a mail service in Rejkjavik but they kicked me out of the shelter in
Icelandic Winter and then had to go back.
2016 Prinz Pi Im Westen Nix Neues (music)
2016 Die Antwoord Mount Ninji and the Nice Time Kid (music,
2016 Ukraine Fighting erupts again
2016 Regina Spektor Remember Us To Life (music)
2016 The Fragile: Deviations 1 (music, Halo30)
2016 Wumpscut Wüterich (music)
2016 EAV Was haben wir Gelacht (music)
2016 Chrysta Bell Somewhere in the Nowhere (music, single-video same name is interesting,
check the lyrics. Also contains hints at doom, stating that the "Heaven" is going to be fixing a
mistake)
2016 Chrysta Bell Beat the Beat (single-video, noteworthy, already contains talk of impending
doom, album is Somewhere in the Nowhere)
2017 Start of Donald Trump (Pennsylvania) presidential period
2017 Shortly after my return I decide to this time focus totally on Austria and  I start my Austria
"scouting journey"
2017 NIN Add Violence Ep (music, Halo31)
2017 Dishonored 2: Death of the Outsider (add-on)
2017 I have, still wandering about l have another mind flash of exactly the Delila type. Ultra crisp
HD resolution. It ends with something written with skeletons but I cannot read the word. I have a
gloomy feeling for some time. The Delila was most likely based in Linz for when I came there
the Delila was active and strong. It was also already mentioned in 2012 as dangerous and
important. I had agreed to marry her as long as she doesn't screw up this time. Well, guess
what happens… anyway the marriage stuff was always just a pretense and excuse (is actually
very common).
2017 Tori Amos Native Invader (music)
2017 Marteria Roswell (music)
2017 Ukraine more fighting, plan to create a Littlerussia but doesn't happen
2017 Access to Arasaka - Reports from the Abyss (music)
2017 Traveling around I stay a bit in Villach and stay with a Christian family that later introduces
me to the famous "Heidi" (Heidi Truman case) that is living nearby. At some point I get a severe
headshot lying in bed where I even heard my skull slightly crackling and have a concussion
afterwards. I leave, visiting Heidi once more and dash off.
2017 UNKLE - The Road Pt 1 (music)
2017 Austrian HC Strache Ibiza video is filmed
2017 End (at least officially) of ISIL war
2017 End of Iraq Fighting
2017 Journeying on at some point I return to Villach (but not Christian family) attempting to
make an over air radio deal with Miley Cyrus.



2017 Miley Cyrus - Malibu single (contact breaks off around that time)
2017 Miley Cyrus - Younger Now (music)
2017 I journey onwards and then decide to stay in Linz for a while. The first incident of
importance was again with the Delila. For some reason something like a "suicide act" was
performed that led to quite some long catastrophe that was followed by more and especially
also USA waves. This triggered an implosion in the Berg that also triggered a "Mining storm-in"
like in "Smashing Pumpkins" "Bullet with Butterfly Wings" performed by Linz/Linz AG. I lost all
my special air contacts around that time. Also later is started my strange encounter with what
was called the "Shellack Prince". Next to battle I meet again an old acquaintance of mine with
family name Nada. Knowing Nada Moonshine by now there is a line that says :"and all is in the
hand of his closest best friend". Until now no other acquaintances in Linz, Austria. While the
control aspect surely is not true, still seems strange. Strangest though was what the Shellack
Prince did (most assuredly the person depicted by Smashing Pumpkins single-video "Ava
Adore". Indeed he has relations to this so called Leonie (portrayed as Linz Princess, Yolandie,
Pzychobitch, Lucy, Lucilectric). Things get then totally weird but after a while I can in some way
get rid of him. Most likely also the one portrayed as Voldemort. As far as I can see it he was a
Wumpscutling (a child taken out of womb for a child swap) of one of the Havilland's - probably
Galante. There was definitely a family relation for even Sheryl Crow cared to create an
answer-video for Ava Adore that was called "if it makes you happy".
2017 St. Vincent Masseduction (music, song about a "Johnny" being out on the street)
2017 Chrysta Bell We Dissolve (album)
2017 John Wick Chapter 2 (film, Reeves)
2017 Prinz Pi Nichts War Umsonst (music, funny because It's travelling without money -  there
was nothing for free… (this is also taken up by "Carpenter Brut" later in "Imaginary Fire")
2018 The Prodigy No Tourists
2018 Octopath Traveler (game, by Ex-Final Fantasy developers. A game about journeys with
kind-of main character being a Mr. Cyrus)
2018 Franz Ferdinand Always Ascending (music)
2018 NIN Bad Witch (music, Halo32)
2018 Bill Ryder-Jones Yawn (music)
2018 Marteria 1982 (music)
2018 Ukraine more fighting
2018 Carpenter Brut Leather Teeth (music)
2018 Chrysta Bell Ep (music)
2018 Magic The Gathering:Arena (computer game)
2018 EAV Alles ist erlaubt (music)
2019 I decide to leave  Linz for it was getting very nasty and getting me nowhere. I take on a job
at Attersee, little town at a lake, and leave after 1 month after a severe headblast (but no
crackling or concussion this time) and feeling of chemical poisoning. I move around and on to
Salzburg. For a while is comparatively not so bad but getting more and more negative too.
2019 Austrian Ibiza video scandal starts
2019 I start playing Magic The Gathering:Arena. Exactly around this time was the trailer for
it:"War of the Spark Trailer" (Mar,2019) including the death of Lilliana. Very fitting timing indeed.
That extra confirms that the Delila in Linz had been Lilliana. Note that.the Trailer puts the



innocence on her, although she was majorly also guilty. I remember there was lots of Church
talk around afterwards and I figured out over air that the Church had acted like a "Buffet Master"
for the "Great Feast". Especially the Salzburg Church had been an enormously strong problem
ever after. The Church still has a supportive/protective stance towards the Delila. There is also
the "Yummy" song that fits perfectly. "We are munching on and never gonna stop!".
2019 Stop of intervention in Syria (GWOT)
2019 True Detective S03
2019 Beirut Gallipoli (music, post-war feeling, I Linz flair)
2019 I experience again Maelstrøm-esque time in Salzburg (like I had in youth in Vienna), in
part related to "Miss Eva" case. Then things start getting very bad up to the point of skin burns.
2019 Nick Cave ATBS Ghosteen (music)
2019 Fettes Brot Lovestory (music, like "Yolandie" lovestory jokes as I was in Linz..)
2019 Rammstein Untitled Album (music)
2019 Ukraine fights on
2019 Start of Corona Virus pandemia (allegedly a virus originating from wild bats in China)
2019 UNKLE The Road Pt 2 (music)
2019 Bill Ryder-Jones Yawny Yawn (music)
2019 Chrysta Bell Feels Like Love (music)
2019 John Wick Chapter 3 Parabellum (film, Reeves)
2020 First noted Corona cases in Europe
2020 After weeks of hardly bearable bombardment in Salzburg I return to Linz and stay. "Miss
Khaleesi" related air is on, ending in an ultimate "hell feast" of ultra burning. At some point a
Nazi-esque female voice appears saying "Doom" leading straight into Corona lockdowns and
crisis phase. I start then my doom report journey on which I find a small town near Salzburg
where allegedly "Tifa" (FF7 character) found her "resting" place/stable. Not far from Kitzbuehel.
Later on in Wels (town next to Linz) I remembered I once there got invited into a bar where sits
a woman looking like a "Miss Khaleesi" sitting together with some older Austrians. I found her
strange back then but nothing happened. After worst is over I return to Linz and stay. Very sure
Hellfeast had something to do with Rita d'Oro because her Jewelry ads were then getting
removed locally step by step. Interesting detail: before Hellfeast there was locally an ad for
Rituals Cosmetics (Ritual of Jing campaign, reminiscent roughly of her and me (two posters,
one man, one woman)). Ads for that brand are rather rare.  On the street there were talks like
about a "Sodom and Gomorra" event, the "Hustinetten Mafia" is mentioned. I remember that in
the air the last scene of her was her stepping down into a hole in a room with one or two
"monks". I also got told to not "go down", too dangerous.
2020 Olivia de Havilland dies in Paris, France
2020 Bright Eyes - Down in the Weeds, Where the World Once Was (Conor Oberst, post-war
feeling)
2020 Justin Bieber Yummy (single-video, album Changes, very interesting. Shows certain types
of people feasting and basically saying "and we ain't gonna stop!")
2020 Prinz Pi Wahre Legenden (music)
2020 Die Antwoord House of Zef (music, very dark and brooding)
2020 Prinz Pi Mit Abstand (music)
2020 NIN Ghosts V: Together (music, Halo33)



2020 NIN Ghosts VI: Locusts(music, Halo34)
2020 Ukraine fights on
2020 Woodkid S16 (music, Yoanne Lemoine, released Oct.16, is according to artist about sulfur
which is the atomic number 16 and it's symbol S. Mind you though that the cover is showing
something strange. A soldier like looking person (actually like a "Mario" soldier) has a rather
intimate hugging with someone looking like a war machine. So if you ask me this is a joke about
some "Sweet (October) 16" event. So much love amidst all the war. Single-videos "Goliath
("boy" is used again like in "Run Boy Run") and "In Your Likeness". Very strange tone to it all.
The theme is ore/oil mining and refinery AND war. Like with the first album has a very gay tone.
Strangely in total these songs say like: have you been blind? you were trying but you failed.
NOW COMES GOLIATH. Before the Corona Doom outbreak. Reminds a bit of Cabin in the
Woods where at the end rises a new God. Also very interesting to note is the feeling of similarity
to the MI:R Hamburg video with Saskia and me. He is standing for quite a while with his face
shown flat from the side - but he is on the right side of the view. The lighting wanders and so the
shadows on his face change and he becomes hard to discern. The song also has this feeling of
impending danger. He gives a flare shot from an emergency pistol. The Goliath video also
reminds of Smashing Pumpkins "Bullet with Butterfly Wings". It states at the beginning: "The
world is a vampire" and goes on showing  some kind of mining operation. The singer main
character is a young normal looking man with a shirt on stating "ZERO". The "In Your Likeness"
song has in tone a similarity to the Beirut "Gallipoli" song like - almost dead frozen but still going
on.)
2020 November peak of active Corona cases
2021 Worldwide Corona lockdowns
I "plunk" down in Linz awaiting the end of Corona crisis. Contacting the interior ministry of
Austria via a series of emails at some point. Shortly afterwards a publicly noted Arabian
diplomatic letter is talked about. I experience heavier and very heavy air traffic and assaults of
"Dune" figures like I had especially seen concentrated in Salzburg. Right before another Corona
lockdown Salzburg Airport offers a super special direct airplane line to Dubai. I experience also
some stranger Arabian mind flashes. Also after the emails Austrian state assaults are getting
heavy for some time especially including HC Strache figures (Ibiza scandal case). Also
interesting: HC Strache party FPÖ had moved into to Wels, the town right next to Linz, during
and after the Corona crisis.
2021 Start of Joseph Robinette Biden Jr. (Pennsylvania) presidential period
2021 The Offspring Let the Bad Times Roll
2021 UNKLE Ronin I
2021 St Vincent Daddy's Home (music)
2021 Tori Amos Ocean to Ocean (music)
2021 Marteria Die 5. Dimension (music, single video: "Niemand hier bringt Marten um")
2021 Wumpscut Fledermavs 303 (music)
2021 End of war in Afghanistan (GWOT)
2021 Ukraine fighting intensifies
2021 EAV Ihr Sünderlein kommet (music)
2021 Die Prinzen Die Krone der Schöpfung (music)



2021 Around Christmas I have a strange encounter with a young German looking guy stating
that he has seen my brain and he knows me. Always saying he can't really talk. Complimented
me for the "drive" of my brain. Also said he came here specifically for me and spent a lot of
money to see me. In Linz so far the only encounter of this type.
2022 I am still in Linz and await the end of lockdown and start more detailed investigations on
the "Blue Angel" case. No replies or special events personally happened in normal real life. With
"devil" hideout location in hand I contact the local Linz police but no reaction whatsoever. I
suspect the police simply being "street cleaners". All that matters is that things look "smooth" on
the surface. Throughout all the years in Linz and Austria that is confirmable. I give hints to the
BND, the CIA and the MI5 around Start of August.
2022 End of Corona lockdowns in Austria
2022 Russia attacks Ukraine. This timing I also found strange for it was really right after Austrian
lockdown end. Later I hypothesized that  in Ukraine actually an arc-node is hidden and that this
the reason why fighting over it ensued when I was in China and then again after Doom peak
and lockdown. Sounds like totally ridiculous at the start (that is why I didn't take that into account
myself until then) but not if you know them and how it works (insanity… and what was really
going on for a long time was totalest insanity...)…  Don't forget that Euro's largest nuclear
powerplant is in Ukraine as only a small country… what for? I also noticed Ukrainian soldier
traffic around Linz immediately. Even found two mobile phones of soldiers (definitely soldiers) in
main train station.
2022 Beirut Artifacts (music)
2022 Carpenter Brut Leather Terror (music, single-video "Imaginary Fire" (relevant))
2022 I take a deeper look at the "The Blue Angel" time including Dietrich, Riefenstahl, de
Havilland etc.. After a while I get the impression that already back then they were "riding" on
someone. Later on I find Gene Tierney, find her strange and start looking in more detail. After a
while I am very sure that actually she was the one they were focused on back then. Also find
this strange similarity in Fran Drescher, Bjoerk and Michael Landon and Gisele Galante
(daughter of de Havilland).
2022 Rammstein Zeit (music)
2022 Regina Spektor Home Before and After (music)
2002 June - I figure out where the "Devil" entrance is - aka "The Monkey Head Entrance" (like in
Monkey Island 1). Directly in Winterhafen district Linz right next to the Quadrille building
(Tabakfabrik, a place where also international artists come and go). A strange but for Linz large
hotel is nearby. Quite hidden with a courtyard and "fit for limousines", labelled "ultra clean". The
building is an old slaughterhouse that houses the so called "Rotax Max Dome". A cart racing
venue very modern with some kind of "cyber tunnel" as special feature. Rotax is a company of
Austria, subsidiary of Canadian Bombardier, manufacturing small engines. Note Rotax
translates by meaning roughly into "red axis". Wordplays on Winterhafen usually contain Winter
Or Haven plus something else. In Dishonored 1 (game) for example the district is called
Wrenhaven about a slaughterhouse. Like "W for winter" "Ren" for???  and haven. Knowing the
film Videodrome from 1983 with Max RENN you end up with the "joke" being like (W) Renn
haven Max Drome. Very similar to Winterhafen Max Dome.
2022 Devils (series, start in Austria 21st of June - my birthday, feels like a reaction to gmy
findings)



2022 Chrysta Bell Midnight Star (music, + live in Vienna at Porgy & Bess)
2022 I dish out the hints to the "Monkey Entrance"  at beginning of August.
2022 I start working on the timeline and find most noteworthy key events and stories that
support my suspicion that these events and people relate in one way or another to Gene Eliza
Tierney. Start looking at the larger time-frame and note that really at the very beginning of the
20th and very end of 19th Century begins a strange series of tales, alongside spread of
radiowave technology. I keep elaborating on the grander scale and move into details more as
well.
2022 By end of August still no real world reaction from anyone, but the Germans were freaking
out after my hint emails. Extremely heavy 2-3 days long headshots like every couple of
seconds. Survive it but feel severely weakened and work on.
2022 Sep 1 I release the version 14 of this document and get killshocked utmost heavily.
Especially Austrian/American air traffic, some German.
2022 Sep 2 I post the ADII Wolf City album and make a shot of a lion statue in front if Linz main
station and post it too with the remark "No, this is Lion City, not Wolf City!". Then a picture of
Hotel Wolfinger at Linz main Plaza.
2022 Sep 3-4 In the early morning I have another unholy Arabic mind flash. First comes in
Karam (the Linz acquaintance) in a table talk scene. Then comes in a human/lion creature mix
(like in "The Beauty and the Beast" and "Wizard of Oz") and I receive another really strong heart
shock. This is followed by a two part Arabic white/merde unholy scene. It has exactly the tone of
the first song of "Dune kkkkkkk1"(game) "Spice Opera" quasi soundtrack (is actually more a
standalone music album).
2022 Sep 6, I meet Karam Nada again and talk with him about some timeline events. Just
before there is again the "Walla Walla" at the main station looking a bit like an Arabian fat
version of me. In the talks he still always keeps a counter stance as far as possible and is trying
to schitsel really always (going so far as trying to schitsel 1995 as 95 the number being a very
special religious symbolism). Keeps defending Salman Rushdie's The Satanic Verses as really
good book and clearly states he is a fan of it. Feels like it was also written for Duners like unholy
Arabians since it also stresses the power/might of the devils for the Islam internal power
struggle. Makes me rather sure that - as I had first assumed - 9/11 is a Dune/America coop with
a strong Arabian smell (specifically Also Saudi Arabia). Karam Nada himself looks like a Saudi
Arabian...
2022 Sep 7 I again get severely headnailed (like 12 inch nails...)  and air pressured (also
especially head). Again the Dune and Karam figures in the air. Also Austrian state and church
jump in again negatively (police and shevad Nazi style). There is one strange hijacking attempt
clearly done by the Rotax MaxDome - a "cart jacking" that is a short series of strong impulses
showing someone in exactly euch a cart as is used there.
2022 Sep 8 No doubt that Linz is the headquarter base for Vortex (1981) and Nada Moonshine
(1995). Still nothing in terms of support was happening. Air bombardment seems like the only
viable solution so far. Military intervention is required and was also like confirmed once over air.
But still nothing in actual sight and life.


